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.Abst

This paper investigates the college destinations of over 5800 recent
graduates, of sixty private seconpry schools and explores relationships
between characteristics of these schools and the averae selectivity of
the colleges attended for each _school.

Aggregating all graduates, these data show considerable .success in ga ining
admission to4selective, prestigious private colleges and universitie.t.
Sixty-nine percent of:these students attended colleges identified by Astin
as either very highly or highly selective. The colleges attended comcen-
-ate their full professors better than avexeLLe and they enroll students
from families of generally higher social status than other ColleiLes_ Ap
proximately nineteen percent of the students were admitted into the top
twenty-five colleges attended by major- business leaders. Almost forty
percent attended one of the top 100 sources of the bachelor's degree of
Ph.D's for. the period 195861966. Finally, the colleges attended had rang
alumni listed in Who's 'ho and the Social ileLlIter.

The paper_ concludes with an analysis of characteristics of the secondary
schools associated with the averaJe selectiviy of the collees attended
by their graduates. Two school variables, thesize.of the average scholar-
ship offered by the secondary school (the best predictor) and the size of
the faculty, together account for about: thirty-four percent of the vari-
ance in average selectivity.



PRIVATE SCHOOL GRADUATION AND COLLEGF AfENDANGE:
PATTERNS OF TRANSITION

Public education, perhaps always facing 'ticism and crisis, is

increasingly facing a serious co- itor. Although private --- entary

and secondary schools have been a part of Ame education from the

beginning, their popularity has recently increased. According to a

recent York Times article (Noble, 1980). applications and

rents are on the rise. Mlile there are undoubtedly many motivations for

sending a child to a private secondary school, the desire to improve

chances for ad-ision to a selective college is surely high among them.

Hcweve- most research addressing college ions has not used data

from private schools. Following up on previous resear

small group of highly elite boarding schools, thi6

examine the patterns of college destinations for a lar

geneous sample of sixty private secondary school

h,limited to a

paper will

and more hetero-

Given the lack of research on this topic, the primary purpose of this

research is descriptive. Nevertheless, it fits into the larger effort to

better understand the patterns of secondary school - college transition

which has been undertaken by sociologists and others interested in the

consequences of different educational experiences (see Kerckhof 1980',

for a review of some of this literature). The essential ouestion of this

latter line of research has been to determine the contribution education

makes to the life chances and occupational attainment of adults. Because

much of this research has been carried out on longitudinal samples of

public school graduates, the effects of private school attendance have not

been systematically studied. Moreover, data from the widely used National



Longitudinal S udy, which does include some private school graduates,

suggests that research on sp fic types of secondary schools -- in

particular, college preparatory "might find that college prep gredu-

ates attend more selective: colleges" (Kolstad, 1979:21).

This paper examines college destinations of - the rraduates from 60

such schools. While research on public school graduates work and edu

cational destinations have '-en widely studied (,e a Trent- and Medsker)

1959, Astin, 1965, and the studies emerging from-the National Longitudi-

nal study of 1972), private school gsyeduates ha,;e been either missing

from the available data sources, or sampled in very y-small numbers

.g- only 2L private school. students were included in the 1972 NLS).

Since the vast majority of private college preparatory graduates attend

a college or university upon graduation, the concern of this research was

to determine the characteristics of the colleges, they ettench The college

data included in this study form three :7,roups concerning resources, stu-

dents and type. How-these graduates fare in college admissions, especially

with respect to the nature and standing of the college, is of central con-

-cern. Previous writing and research on such schools (Baltzell, 1971; Mills,

1956; Domhoffl 1967; Baird, 1977) has emphasized the role such schools

play as feeder schools for selective colleges. However, outside of a

study of 16 traditionally elite boarding schools (Iarnmack and C ookson,

1980)) virtually no systematic evidence has been brought to bare on this

assertion.

Furthermore, no previous research has attempted to relate characteris-

tics of private secondary schools to the college destinations of their

graduates. This and related questions have been frequectly addressed

for groups of public schools (e.g., Sexton, 1961 Coleman, et al., 1966;

Jencks, at al., 1972; Summers and Wolfe 1977), but comparative evidence



from private schools has not been available. This research does ex_ mine

some secondary school variables in relation to one indicator achieve-

ment: college admissions. However, lacking data on student ability and

parental background beyond what can be inferred from attendance- at a

private college preparatory school, his -1 CE of assess the unique

contribution of the school to student admissions. Nevertheless, the paper

Provides a beginning to such important research.

Methodology

During the

dest inations

These schools

of 1978 a request for information about the college

class of l9T was sent to 81 private secondary schools.

were initially chosen becauSe information was available from

previoUs gractuating classes. This existing in had be__ era, n

from the admissions office of the WashinEton Square College of -ts and

Science at:New York University. These earlier ta are not used in the

following analyses, however, as they did not:prove compatible with the data

gathered in the survey undertaken in 1978. A total of 63 Schools responded

to the survey (77 %), of which 60 were usable, for a return rate of 74%.

The majority of these schools were located in the Northeast, though

several are from other regions of the country.

The information supplied by the schools consisted of lists of the

colleges attended by the graduates. Only those four-year institutions

located in the United States were used. The college attendance data,-

therefore, identified each college attended by each graduate, providing

that the college was not a junior college or other less than-bachelor

degree granting institution, and-that it was located in-the United States.

For each secondary school, data concerning the. characteristics of the

school were taken from the Porter Sargent Handbook of Private_Seho2A,
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197 This widely used source provides a variety of information. For

this analysis, the ollme t size of faculty,- date of f ounding, endow-

rnent, plant worth, size of library, number of scholarships offered, the

amount of dollars available for scholarships and whether the school

was primarily a boarding or a day school were variables drawn from the

Handbook. Additionally, whether the school had been included on several

lists of traditionally elite schools was included.

Because this research was concerned with the nature of the colleges

attended by the graduates of the private schools, a file containing all

the colleges attended along with their characteristics was created.

This file drew its data from a variety of souurces. From the 1977 edition

of Cass and Birnbaum, Comparative Guide ican Cod? le e taken

the size of the college and the nature of its control. d issions

selectivity of the college was derived from the 1977 edition of The

American Collere Freshman, issued by Cooperative Institutional Research

Program of the American Council on Education and the University of Cali-

fornia at Los Angeles. A measure of the .status or Lins of students

the colleges was taken from Aztinrs Who Go

Faculty salaries were derived from the AAUP

ported in the Chronicle of

"Were to Coll e?(1965).

ucatio 1978).

the college was aken from the information provided

on salaries as re

The endowment of

in the Chronicle

*

Four variables regarding the alumni of the colleges were also n-

eluded in the analysis. The number of graduates listed in the 1977 edi-

tion of the Social Register was taken from the Hawes Comprehensive Guide_

to Colleges (1978). Likewise, the number of graduates listed in the

1976-1977 edition Who's from each college was drawn from the



iawes Guide. Whether the college was one of the one hundred leading

sources of doctorate recipients for the-period 1958 to 1966 was deter-

mined from a report issued by the National Acade of Sciences (19

Finally, whether the college was one of the top twenty-five sources

0 higher education for executives and directors listed in Standard

and Poor's ReFTister of Gornoratio Directors and xectutives

reported by Pierson in 1969, was also recorded.

The individual student college destinations for each secondary

school were first recorded, along with the characteristics o

college, and then agregate d. This procedure eated averages for

each school on the college characteristic variables.

The data analysis is comprised of three stages. First, univariate

distributions of the college characteristics for the sample as a whole

(whiCh-is composed of the college choices of 5805 students ,-raduating

from the 60 schools were obtained. Secondly, using college character

istic means for the 60 secondary schools, correlational analyses were

undertaken among the school variables, the college variables, and betw

the two. Finally, colleges selectivity was singled out as a dependent

variable for series of multivariate analyses with school variables.

Results: egated Student Sample

Table I presents the distributions of a -Variety of characteristicsof

the colleges- attendedby students from_all Go of the ,secondary schools

studied here. In the discussion which follows, each panel of the Table

will be discussed in turn

With respect to the selectivity of the colleges attended, it is



evident that this group of students has had considerable success in

attaining admission to selective colleges. This mea ure, taken from

Astin, et al. (1978) is based on the average '--n SAT or ACT test
1

scores. The category cut-off points vary by type. of institution,

and thuL the ranges of SAT or ACT scores are not the same for all types

of colleges. Nevertheless, 68.7 percent of this coup of students

enrolled in schools deemed highly or very highly selective by Asti,

et al. For comparative Purposes, it is interesting to note that the

Astin, et al.. report shows' that of all college freshmen in 1)77, 20.4

percent were attending colleges in these two catey=er s. Moreover, it

is useful to note that only 46'colleT7es (enrolling 21.3 nercent of this

sample) are rated by Astin, et al. as very ni.-hly selective, while 260

nrolling 46.9 percent of this sail:pie) are rated as highly selective.

In earlier research of 16 traditionally elite ivate secondary

schools Hammack-and Cookson, 1980), which are included in the 60

studied here, .selectivity ._of college attended was also mmined. In

that study, the selectivity classification of Cass and Birnbaum (1977)

was used. It contains six .levels and is available for the entire group

studied here (see Appendix 1). Comparison with the data from the 16

elite schools shows that the students studied here were somewhat less

likely to attend the most selective colleges and universities. For

example 36 Percent of the elite school graduates attended colleges in

Cass and Birnba "most selective" category (the highest), while 25

percent of the entire Sample of students attended such colleges. About

27 percent from the elite 16 schools attended colleges in the next

selectivity category ("highly sele tive")1 while 23 perc n.t of the



larger sample attend colleges in that category. While this sample shows

attendance at colleges somewhat less selective than those attan ed by

graduates of the elite 16; they are still far more likely to attend

selective colleges than are average secondary shcool raduates in the

country.

The data for the second college characteristic, euiltro st a

that these private school :graduates are most likely to attend -rivate

colleges and universities. Over 81 percent ed private institutions

(religious and non-sectarian). For comparative up zes, national data

show that 21 percent of all postsecondary students enroll in the Orl-

vete Sector. The figures for Northeastern states, however, are la _er,

reflecting the strenth of private hirher education in that - ion.

Almost 55 iercent of students in Massachusetts attend private colleges,

percent in New Hampshire, 39 percent in Pennsylvania, percent in.

Connecticut, and 24 percent in ew Jersey illustrate the hither than

2

national rates for the Northeast. Most (52) of the 60 private second-

ary schools included in this study are located in the ort east. Never-

theless, the propensity of these graduates to remain in private educa-

tion is clearly strong.

Although available rational data are not broken down in the same cate-

gories as those used here, the group of students are more likely to

attend small colleges than the national figures would suagest.

almost 14 percent of the group of students attended colleges with en-

rollment under 1500 and 27 percent attended colleges -oiling between

1500 and 3000, according to The Direst of'tdueatiopal Statistics (1977:101)0

nationally only 5 percent of all college students enroll in colleges



with fewer than 1000 students, and;10 percent attend'colleges with between

1000 and 2500 students. Thus, 41 percent of the sample attend colleges

with fewer than 3000 students as compared to 15 percent of the national

student populatiOn attending colleges enrolling fewer than 2500 students.

However as Private colleges tend to be smaller than public colleges,

these findings s are not surprising. Moreover, the national data on the

size of the private. colleges attended b- students are (kser to the data

for this sample of students :Tetionaily, 16 percent of the private

college students are enrolled at colleges with fewer

.while 25 percent attend colleges between 1000 and 2500

The next section of Table 1 contains information on

fessor's total annual compensation nclu

each college attended by the students in this study.

n 1000 students,

Dip.est, 1978:101).

average full

efits) for

data refer

to compensation for the academic year 1977-1978. During this same

period, the national average a full professor's total compensation

3

was $281500. As 51.5 percent of the colleges attended by these students

provided an average of $30,000 or more for faculty in h e top rank, this

section of Table 1 shows that there is a slight bias'toward colleges and

universities which compensate their full professors _otter than the

national average. However, the di; all. For the earlier

group of graduates from the 16 traditionally elite pri,ate schools, the

percent attending colleges with average full professor's compensation

over $30,000 was over 64, percent (Hammack. and Cookson, 1980:486)..

The median endowment held in June 1976 by colleges attended was

$81,0981000. This data was available for only-138 colleges and --ir

versitips and- may represent same bias -- most-likely toward higher

amounts. Moreover, the variation in the size of endowunts is enormous,

12



ranging from 1 4' billion to dust over $500,000. The high amount

(Harvard) as almost three times larger than the second largest (Yale

with $568 million).

Because of the limited availability of thit data, and because

the colleges for which endowment information is unavailable. are likely

to have relatively strall amounts and may be public institutions

(which have traditionally not sought endowment funds), then

data are Of limited use. N3vertheless, they do provide an indicator,

especially during these financially_ i ficult times, of the differential

resources to which colleges and universities have access. By way of

1 '

0 comparison, data provided by the National Center for Educational

Statistics (Brandt 1980:220-221) show that the averaEe en'1o'trent of

a United States sample of 1785 public and private colleges ana uni-

versities was $9,343 156. The average for private Col; les and uni-

versities. 0 .1230. 10,947,435. Thus, these students attend colleges

with-far larger endowments than average.

The measu d of freshman family status found in the next section o

the Table is derived from Astin's 1965 work, Who Goes Where o..Colle e

and represents estimated T-scores fOr his sample of 1",015 colleges. Only

26 (2 percen colleges fall into the highest category, while the next

highest category contains 147 (14 percent ) colleges. In this group of

students, 23.5 percent attended these 26 colleges with the highest famiiy.

status score. A total of almost.57 percent attended colleges in the top

two c- egori both of which lie above the first standard deviation

unit of Astin's distribution. This compares. to almost 70 Pbrcent.of the

graduates from the elite 16 secondary schools studied earlier who attended

colleges in-the top two categories (Hammack and Cookson,'1980t486

13
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The next section of Table 1 contains the proportion of graduates who

attended colleges identified from Standard and Poor's study of collegiate,

graduate and professional school connections of he 72,153 executives and

directors listed in their 1964 Directorz. Of those individuals, 23,389

attended one of the top 25 colleges and universities, and 23,690 had no

colleges affiliation listed. Just over 18 percent of the students

studied here (1, students) attended one of the top colleges on

this list. The list itself is reproduced in Appendix 2 this paper.

BecauSe this list was taken from those executives and directors listed

in 1964, more recent studies were sought for comparison. Sterdivant and

Adler (1975) report that the collegiate origins of 444 top executives

from 247 or companies provide evidence for "educational coherence" of

executives (1975:130)'. "The top four universities attended in 1900 are

the same as the 1975 top four, and all were within the top ten during

1925, 1950, and 1964." The top ten in their 1975 study were Harvard,

Yale, M.I.T., Columbia, Pennsylvania Stanford, New York University,_ _ _ Columbia,

Princeton, Michigan and Northwestern (1975:131 ), All were included.

on the Standard and Poor's 1964 list used here

In 1980, Chronicle of Hi ucation carried an article reportr

ingon collegiate connections of executives surveyed by-Standard and

Poor's. The 55,834 executives listed a total of 498 colleges. "At the

bachelor's degree level; 12 colleges and universities accounted for the

degrees held by 13,604 of the executives.

`.12 institutions granted 11,934 degrees.

one-fourth of the undergraduate degrees

At the livate level, the top

This figure amounted to about'

earned and nearly one-half of the

graduate degrees.(080:1). The colleges and universities found in_this

article are listed in Appendix

14
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In essence, these more ecent studies affirm that there exists a rela-

tively small number of institutions whicb subplya very large proportion

of leaders of major business enterprise's in the country. Approximately

19 percent of the graduates of the private secondary schools studied here

attend such colleges and universities.

Another different type of college attribute included Table 1 is

the number,of an institution's graduates who went o doctorate.

The data included under the heading "Bachelor's List" re era to the pro-

portion of sample students who attended a college listed by the National

Academy of Sciences as one of the top 100 sources of the batheloi.'s degree

for those who obtained a doctorate Acgree during the period 1958 to 1966.

Almost L.0 percent of these students attended one of the 100 colleges or

universities.

The last two sections of the Table, labeled Social Resister and Who's

"MID, present the mean number of graduates from the colleges attended who

were listed in the 1977 national edition of The Social Register and

the 1976-1977 national edition of Who's Who. The data are taken from

Hawes (1978). He reports that 597 colleges were named by the 30,000

people listed in The Social Register. Eight colleges had over 500

alumni listed_(Harvard, Yale and-Princeton had over 3,000 each); 32

colleges had between 100 and 500 graduates listed; 164 had-between 10

and 99 graduates; and.398 had up tai 10% The mean for the colleges at-

tended by the 4,680 students ,f the sample studied'here Whose colleges

had. any. graduates listed in The Social Register was 536.8.

There are abnut70,000 individuals listed in Who's Who in America.

Listing is based on position or achievement, determined by theIptib-

lisher, in a wide variety of activities: education, business, the arts,

15



etc. The data in Hawes

12

Guide are based on counts of where persons on

every tenth page went to college: ,C011ege totals of less thin four were

omitted. The specific counts were then muItiPlied by 10. The figures,

as those for the Register, are not weighed by-the size of the college's

alumni, and therefore do not reflect the relative.contribution of a

college to the Who's Who, but rather its total contribution.

a- college nor its proportion of female alumnae are tai;

The age of

into account.

Both factors may influence the college's counts. With these limitations

in mind, the average number of graduates, listed in Who's Who for the

colleges listed by Hawes Guide and attended by 4,328 graduates in this

sample, was 447.6.

I know of no previous studies, or other data with which to compare

'these figures. However, given the information on counts.for.collegs

reviewed in the previous paragraphs, it is evident that large numbers of

these students attend colleges with the highest numbers of graduates listed

in The Social Re ister and Who's Who. It is important to recall that

these data are means and therefore are rather stongly affected by

extremes. In this case, the extremes-at the high and are much large

than the remainder. For example, Harvard had 4;039 graduates listed in -

The Social Register d `er rolled 193 of ;this group of duates. -The

fifth _greatest number, 755 {University of Virginia, which enrolled 56)

is less than one-fifth the size of Harvard,. --An examination of the medians

for each of these variables demonstrates this point. For The Social

Register measure the median value is 96.44,

variable, the median value is 179.35.

..h 1e for the Who's Who

The data concerning;_the college graduates rev d just above, includ-

ing college connectiona'of business leaders, those who earned doctorates,

16



and listings in TheSoci.Re.ister and Who' Who, provide evidence of

the central role of the e colleges in educating those who later have come

to play important roles, in American life. Levine (1980) has she

"how close the connections were between the most elite secondary boaFding

schools and the powerful in this society at the turn of the century. The

12'schools he studied (which were included in the study of 16 elite schools-

referred to above), educated. many of the children of 'the social and eco-

nomic elite of the time*: 'Although research_ reported here has no info a-.

tion on the parental origins of the _tudents, it is clear treat these

private secondary schools educate many students who Ea nadmission into

a select group of colleges whose aduates pre much more likely than

graduates 'of other colleges to have high sodlal and economic positions-.

These findings are similar to thosp!reported by

Results: School and.C011e-e Data

and Miller'(1977).,

The second section of this paper is concerned with examining the inter

rely

ables.

o ships' among the school variables and those among the college -ari-

Earlie the paper concerned the college data, but did not

discuss the relationship among those ctaracteristics. Those inte corre.18-

,tions will be/discussed below, along with the secondary school variables

and their intercorrelations. We will then proceed to discuss tIlei'relation,

ships between the school and one imp tent college variable: selectivity.

Table-2 contains the means, standard deviations and N for the school

and college variables, grouped by each. school. The college data in this "

Table are means (or medians) of the four year colleges, attended by all

graduates of each school.

Table, 3 contains the intercorrelatiOns among.the secondary school va

ables. The variablA can be grouped into four categories: resources



status, diversity and size. Among these variables in the first group

(wealth: endowment ,divided by enrollment, size, of endowment, plant worth

and size of library), the lowest correlation is .502. Thus, although

not redundant, these measures clearly are highly associated with each

other, and show that affluent schools evidence that fact among several

different characteristics.

The status indicato (whether the-school had been identified as

traditionall among the elite of private boarding schools, and date of

founding), show a much ller relationship., The negative .correlation

is expected, given that age should be negatively correlated with elite-

mass older schools have had a longer period in which to d,velop). The

small size of the correlation, however, probablyrefteets the fact that

Many of the elite schools were founded during the latter part the

nineteenth century, while a *mbar of non-elite sch

Levine, 1980).

s are -ide-

The third group 'of variables, including ind cators of the diversity

of the student body, show a variety' of relationships. These variables

.number of scholarships offered - NSCH; the amount of dollars available

each',year SCHDOL; the avearge size of each schilarship DOLSCH; and

the proportion of:students receiving a scholarship - PROSCH), all involve

the schools' ability and effort to bring in students who are unable to

pay the full tuition.. This group of variables can be interpreted as

metes-aTes of student body. diversity. Scholarships are normally used:

by schools to bring in students unlike whose who can pay ,the full tui-

tion:7MaddIe-and_woringclass and ethnic minorities. . The number of

scholarships schools offer is strongly related to the amount of funds

devoted to providing scholarships (.877), but the number of scholarships



is 'not related to the average size of an award (-.073). In addition;

the latter is moderately related to the amount of funds available

for scholarships (.347). The proportion of students on scholarship

fairly strongly related to the amount of funds available (.401) and

somewhat less strongly associated with the number of awards given (.372);

finally, it is weakly related to the average size of a scholarship (.112

Thus, although the number of scholarships and the amount of money de-

voted to scholarships are stongly associated, the choices made rega3di

the utilization of funds, specifically theaverare amount of an award,

t strongly associated with either the amount of availaole funds,

nor the number of scholarships given. This variable (D0LSCH) will be

more thoroughly discussed below,as it turns out to be the school vari-

albe most highly related to the average selectivity of the colleges at-

tended by the graduates of each school.

Finally, the size group .(enrollment, number of faculty, number of

ETaduates and student-faculty ratio) all show high intercorrelations.

(the smallest being-736) except for student-faculty ratio. This variable

has low. correlat ions with virtually all other school variables exeept

the average size-of the scholarship offered DQLSCH 'the. correlation

between these two variables is -.518. Student - faculty ratios, like date

of founding, yionid beinverselyxelated With other variables which-re-

present school quality and affluence indicators. We will return to this

relatiOnship later, but it is interesting to note that the student-faculty

ratio does not have very strong (negative) association with either= the

other size variables or variables in other.groups;

There are three groUpa of, college variables included in. thiS study:

resources, students and college type. B cause selectivity of the colleges
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is based on incoming student performance, this characteristic has been

included in the student er oup; even though it could ais

college type characterist

seen as a

As discussed above, the college variables

are derived from means for colleges attended by- students from each second-,

ary school. They are aggregated leans for ch secondary school. The

intercorrelations among-these variables are presented in Table 4.

Among the resource variables (college endowment - COLEND and faculty

compensation - FACSAL the' correlation is:quite high (.649). AlthOugh

clearly not redundant measures (endowment income is used for many purpose

only one of which may be to supplement faculty compensation), among the

colleges attended by the students studied here the size of the endowment

strongly VP-' es with the average level of faculty compensatio_

The student- variables (average entering freshman status- ASTSTA; the

average number of graduate-a-from each college attended who earned a

Pt D. in the period from 1958 to 1966 - PALISTI-the average proportion

of colleges attended which were listed by Pierson as major urces-of___

business leaders - PIER; the average number of students from colle

.attended who were listed in Social - 1A SP; and in Who's

Who HAW$A; and the average selectivity of the colleges each school's

graduatesattended -AVSE4) all show high intercorrelations (the 1 -st

correlation is ;426) considering the varietyof sources of these variables

and the diversity of characi;eristics they represent. The uniformly high

associations demonstrate the degree to which achiever nt and social

standing are melded and bronght together in the colleges these graduates -

attend. For example' while average student status and;litting in

The Social Reister (both status or Prestige measures) are
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correlated at .818 student tat- is also strongly associated with

the whol_s Who variable (.786) and BPLIST (.609)- It is evident from

these data-tnatZgMong the colleges attended, if a college is high on one

of the student variables, it is highly probable that the institution

will be, high on the others. 'Organizational hresti6e and reputation are

clearly" involved here, and these data demonstrate the pervasive nature

of these phenomena.

Finally, the measures of

th

olle,e t ize and affiliation) show

the secondary schools studied here place :their ,-. aduates in pre-

dominately non-religious private colleges, that the religious colleges

tend to be small, and that the private and public colleges attended are

not consistently one size.

,e ults School Va iableS and Avera e Colle e electivit

The last analysis carried out here singles out average college selec-

tivity for further scrutiny. Although a number of the college variables

are of interest, perhaps the one college attribute most widely studied

and_of considerable importance for privee secondary schools (and for

public schools as well) is the selectivity of the college is which

their grnduates gain entry. This attribute is very often used as an

indicator f thd "quality" of a college. Moreover, as Karabel and As n

(1§75) among nth

school'aduates attending some fora, of post-secondary institution, the

important cone is no longer whether students attend college, but which

have pointed 64, with high proportions ofhigh

ones theY attend. F example, the Chrohicle of Hi er Education (1981:

14) recently noted that4he'number of college Graduates in the labor force



had more than doubled in the last decade, from 8.7 million in 1970 to

17 million in 1980. The selectivity of the college one attends

has been shown to affect the probability of dropping cut (Astin, 1969;

Wegner end Sewell, 1970; Astin, 1978) as well as occupational and in-

come attainments (Bowen, 1977; Tinto, 1979; Rosenbaum, 1980; Griffin

and Alexande 1978). Thus, the determination of secondary school

characteristics associated with high average college selectivity is an

important theoretical and Practical endeavor

Based on previous studies of educational and occupational achievement,

the ability of individuals has been found to be of considerable importance

along with family origins, and other perso 1 attributes. This study

does not include such information. t the same time, however, following

Alexander and Eckland's (1978) important research, the status context

of the secondary school one attends Provide- an additional and independent

impetus to college entry and specifically to the Rualit of college at-

tended. While this study does not contain information regarding individual

students, we do know that the tuition at these schools is high (averaging

about $3,000 for day students and over .5000 boarding schools). In

addition, the proportion of students on scholarships varied from to 40

percent, with an average of 20 percent. Thus, the average family status

for these .6o schools must be comparatively hi even though considerable

variation does exist among them. The variability in average selectivity

is alsO considerable.

1978), the averages for the 60 schobis varied from 2.06 to 3.t6, with an

overall Means'of 2.79, and a -tandard.deviation of .28.

This analysis, then moves beyond Alexander and Eckland in using only

secondary schools with high average parental statuses. The question thus

Qn the four point scale u ed. here Astin, et al.,
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becomes, among such schools what attributes are most closely associated

with average college selectivity?

Focusing on the college characteristic AV EL, Table 5 indicates that a

number of school variables are strongly and significantly related, rang-

ing from DOLSCH (.509) to SFR (- .276). However, because of the strong

intercorrelations among many of these school variables found in Table

3), a series of partial correlation analyses were conducted. The average

scholarship award remained as the most strongly associated variable, even

thou its magnitude dropped when other variables were controlled from

.435 p>.001 to .331 p_ .01, controlling for school wealth, .282 D>

controlling for wealth and SFR, and .272 IL).0 controlling for wealth,

SFR and elite status. The initial zero-order correlation is different_

because the N changes).

While size of the faculty does not have a very strong zero-order rela-

tionship with average College selectivity, once the size of scholarship

awarded is controlled, faculty size emerges as the only other variable

importantly related to selectivity. In combination, the average size

scholarship offered and faculty size reduce to virtually zero all other

school variables which had significant associations with average college

selectivity, as shown in Table 6.

In order to further specify the effects of DOLSCH and NFAC, a regression

analysis was undertaken, and is reported in Table 7. These two variables-
2

together account for. over 34 (3=,587,, Rml .345) percent of the variance in

average selectivity. Because the range of the selectivity variable
1.

very small, compared to DOLSCH and NFAC, the "b" coefficients are very

small. An examination of the standardized beta's, however, shows that
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DOLSCH has a considerably larger effect than size of facul oucTh

- latter variable is clearly important'.

Thus, of all the secondary school variables included in this analysis,

the average size of scholarship awarded and the size the faculty are

the most important. These two variables are not related to each other

(r= - 0 2). The scholarship variable has the strongest zero-order cor-

relationwith selectivity, and even though it is strongly related

other school variables, its relationshin with selectivity remains signi-

ficant when these other variables are controlled.. Finally, the scholar-

ship size and faculty size variables together account for 34 percent

the variance in selectivity.

Discussion

The graduates of these private colleges preparatory schools clearly have

considerable su.ccess.in attending selective and prestigious private colleges.

They attend primarily private colleges and universities which Provide

above average compensation to their full professors. The colleges have

large.average endowments, and enroll students from families of high

social status. Approximately 19 percent of the students are enrolled in

the 25 colleges most frequently named as sources of undergradUate educa-

tion by major business leaders. Almost 4o percent attended a college

listed among the top 100 sources of the bachelor's degree of those who

went on to attain a Ph.D. degree between 1958 and 1966. Finally, the

colleges attended had a high average of alumni who were lifted in The

Social Register and Who's Who.' In sign, as a group the graduates of
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these schools attended in hidh rates the most elite of our higher edu-

cation institutions.

With respect to the Characteristics of the schools which were associ-

ated with the average selectivity of the colleges their graduates attended,

the analyses reported here found that the average size of the scholar-

sh:ps offered students and the size of the faculty were most important.

The explanation of these findings which seems most plausible is that

those _-ivate school which utilize their scholarship funds to provide

relatively large average amount of support admit a higher proportion of

academically talented students. Such schools may also select their non-

scholarship students with similar attention to academic abilities.. The

combination of these admissions and scholarship policies, along with a

fairly large faculty, produces the largest effects on the selectivity of

colleges attended.

Referring back to Table 3, it is interesting to note that studentL.,

faculty ratio was strongly (-.518) associated with average size. of schol-

arship. DOLSCH has rather strong zero-order correlations with other

school characteristics, including the elite variable (.443) school wealth

(STENO, .437), the boarding variable .441) and student - faculty ratio

(- .509). It appears, therefore, that while these other variables do not

affect selectivity directly, they combine with average size of scholarships

to increase a school's ability to recruit, educate and place their gradu-

ates. The school's abilities are also enhanced by having a relatively

large faculty. This latter factor is strongly related to other school

resource variables, including size of endowment, plant worth, library

size, amount of dollars available for scholarships, the number of
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scholarships_ offered and the elite status of the school

However, it is important to return to the results of the partial correla-

tion and regressions analyses to point out that the average size of a

scholarship - clearly a policy decision on the part Of the school - was

the strongest_ unique variable affecting the average selectivity of colleges

attended by graduates. Other school attributes may be i portant but are

not independently important., -

It can be concluded that private secondary school Ccess in placing

their graduates in selective colleges is a function of a constellation. of

factors which include such resources as wealth,._ .sizable faculty. and

loW student- faculty ratio, plus a commitment to devote, those resources

'toward the creation of educational experiences southt by the admissions.

committees of selective colleges. That the average size of scholarships

offered is the most important variable seems to point to the importance

of recruiting students from less affluent families. But scholarship stu-

dents comprise at most,40 percent of a school's enrollment, and it is un-

likely .that these students attend more selective colleges that their

non-scholarship classmates. It may be that those schools offerring high

average scholarships do so out of a mer,itocratic orientation which in-

fluences all students. At the same time, such schools also seem to have

relatively larger faculties who work with small groups of students. It

may also be that Such schools have very good relations with .selective

colleges and that some form of institutional sponsorship is provided by

the school in the college admissions process.

Suchinterpretations- however, must await fuller data sets for system-

atic examination. Specifically, information concerning the individual

`36
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students` background and their academic performance are needeC in order

to determine what independent effects the schools themselves may have on

college admissions. The data reported here, however, do not support the

conclusion that only affluent, or elite private secondary schools are

successful in olacine, their Eraduates. Such school attributes nay be

important, but they are not sufficient. These results do support, how-

ever the conclusion that in comDarison to graduates to public schools,

ivate school graduates e much more likely to enter distinctive and

elite colleges and univers



TABLE 1. Characteristics of Colleges At
N 5805)

Selectivity

Control

Size

Faculty
Compensation

Endowment
(Median)

Freshman
Status

Pierson

Bachelor's
List

Social Register

ended by Total Student Sample

Low 10.1 8

Medium 18.1 1049

High 46.9 2722

Very High 21.8 1266

(Missing) 3.1 178

Private 69.9 4056

Religious 11.5 667

Public 18.1 1050
(Missing) .5 32

o - 1499 17.0 988
1500 - 2999 28.6 1060

3 000 4 53.0 3076

Missing) 1.4 Si

0 - 20999 1.4 So

21000 - 25999 15.0 869

26000 - 29999 26.2 1522

30000 51.5 2992

(Missing) 5.9 342

81,098,000 3405
(Missing) 2400

0 - 29

30- 39
40- 49

50- 59
6o- 69
70+

(Missing

Yes
No

Yes
No

. 6

. 9

5.2
28.7
33.4

3.5
7.7

18.9
81.1

39.8
60.2

Mean=536.79; Medianz96.44
N students attending colleges

not listed

o Mean =447.58; Median =179.85
N students attending colleges

not listed

34
52

3oo
1666
1940
1366
447

1096
4709

2310
3495

4680
1125

4328

1477



TI.BLE 2 Means, Standard Deviations and N's of :reca ed Variables
(Sixty Secondary Schools)

Variable ea tandard Deviation

2

7.6 1.83 60

SCHDOL 173.8 143.26 59

H3 2183.1 775.44 56
4

6.TEND 13.39 18.60 55

PROSCH .20 .09 57

6
ENR

NFAC
7

8
DATE

END
9

10NOR

LIBSZ
11

NSCH
12

BOARD
13

ELITE
14

L

15
NC/RAD

16
ASTSTA

FACSAL

118
S1

PUB
19

PRI
20

21
REL

22
PIER

BALI

COLEND
24

430.4

56.9.

867.4

6986.1

8139.2

22.0

81.9

.50

.27

97.2

4.7

3.3

2.3

19.3

67.4

13.2

15.9

35.8:

71956.7

295.90

36.94

58.81

13670.24

8415.17

18.03

70.09

.50

.45

71.51

.4o

.31

.21

10.25

14.36

8.60

13.95

15.90

55405.3

b0

60

60

55

57

57

57

60

6o

60

60

60

60

60

6o

60

60

Zo

59



TABLE 2. Continued

Variable

25
HAWS?

26
HAWSA

27
AVSEL

1. Secondary school
2. Amount of dollars available each year for scholarships for secondary

school students, in thousands.
3. Average size of scholarship offered by secondary schools, in dollars.
4. Endowment divided by enrollment, for secondary schools.
5. Proportion of enrollment on scholarship, for secondary schools.
6. Enrollment of secondary schools.
7. Number of faculty, secondary schools.
8 Date of founding of secondary school.
9. Secondary school endowment, in thousands.
10. Dollar value of physical plant for secondary schools, in hundreds.
11. Number of volunmSin secondary school library, in thousands.
i2. Number of secondary school scholarships given each year.
13. If secondary school is predominately boarding (2/3 or more), cont.

is 1; if less, code is 0.
14. If secondary school has been identified as one of the traditimally

elite schools, code,is 1; if not, code is 0 (see Hammack and Cook-
son, 1980).

15. Size of secondary schools graduating class; includes only those who
attended a four year college in, the United States.

16. Astin (1965) freshman status score. The data are average means for
all colleges attended by the graduates of each secondary school, which
have been aggregated to yield values for all Schools. Astin's data
are in the form of estimated T scores for his sample of 1,015 colleges.

The codes which have been averaged in this analysis are as follows:
1 equals a T score between 0 and 29; 2 equals a T score between 30 and

39; 3 equals a score between 40 and 49; 4 equals a.seore between 50
and 59; 5 equals a score between 60 and 69; 6 equals a score greater
than 70. See text for further discussion.

17. Average mean of full professor's total annual compensation. This
information has been coded as follows: 1 equals a compensation
ranging from 0 to 20999 dollars; 2 equals 21000 to 25999; 3 equals
26000 and over.

18. Average mean of full time students who are undergraduates at the
colleges attended. The variable has been coded as follows: 1 equals
up to 1499 students; 2 equals 1500 to 2999; 3 equals over 3000.

19. Average proportion of colleges attended which were publicaly controlled.
20. Average proportion of colleges attended which were privately controlled,

excluding those claiming a religious affialiation.
210. Average proportion of colleges attended which claimed religious affialiati
22. Average proportion of colleges attended inclUded on-Pierson's list of the

top 25 sources of higher education for executives and directors.
23. Average proportion of colleges attenad which were included on the Nations

Academy of Sciences list of the top 100 collegiate sources of the
bachelor's degree for earners of a doctorate durin& 1958 to 1966.

can Standard Deviation

448,6

378.7

2.7

student/faculty

366.8

209.75

8

ratio.

59

59

60

30



TALE :2. Continued

-'4Average mean college endowment.
25. Average mean number of graduates of colleges attended who were

listed in the national 1977 edition of theSocial Eter.,is, as
taken from Ha ,es (1978).

26. Werage mean number of graduats of coll Les attended who ere
listed in the national 1976-1977 edition of Who's llo as taken
from Hawes (1978).

27, Average cileam selectivity ©f colleges attended. Scores are 1,, sed
on data taken from the 1977 edition of The mer_ican

Co]_3 Freshman and are coded a's follows: low equals 1; medium
equals 2; high eauals 3; very high enuals L. See pp 5 -7 of the
1977 report for details on this measure.



TABLE 3. 5fc n iiry School Vsfiables: Correlations

1, Eis

2, RAC :9173

(60)

3. DATE 4,051

(60)

-.074

(60)

10 .11 12 13 14

1. END .4323 0733 '0071

(55) (55) (55)

51 PWOR ,6363 ,6663 ".120 .686
3

(57) (57) 157) (54)

6, Ian .6403 .7293 -,7261..0093 :8303

(57) (57) (57) (53) (55)

7. NSCH .7123 d583 -.170 .6403 .8373 .6463

(57) (57) 157) (52) (54) (54)

8. 5 L .5723 17203 -.166 .8103 .9023 0903 .8773

(59) (59) 159) (54) (56) (55) (56)

9, BOARD ,100 .137 .096 3502 .3422 .3993 .3041 .4293

(60) (60) (50) (55) (57) (57) (57) 159)

10. EUTE .2651 .3853 x.111 .5583 0483 .5683 3622 0123 .4521

(60) (60) (60) (55) (57) (57) (57) '158) (60)

11. NG .6953 .7353 '1196 .7063 .8903 0773 JO ,8613 .2571 .4923

(60) (60) (60) (55) (57) (57) 157) (59) (64 (60)

12, SFR .2762 '446 ..089 ..155 .054 .,065 A46 -.175 ..111 ..199 .129

(50) (60) (60) (55) (57) (57) (57) (59) (60) (60) (60)

OOLSCH .0291 -.032 .149 .2471 .171 .132 -.073 .3472 .4413 .4433 -.004 ..51113

(56) (55) (551 (51) (53) (53) (56) (56) 156) (56) (56) (56)

14, STENO .208 13562 2871 .8603 .5023 .6403 .4343 .6833 .4073 .6013 .4503 ..207 .4373

(55) (55) (55) (55) (54) (53) (521 (56) (55) (55) (55) (55) (51)

15. OSCH .0231 .127 -.120 .230 .2761 .2901 .3722 .4013 .2821 .111 .160 ..2411 .112 d851

(57) (57) 1' (57) (52) (54) (54) (57) (56) (57) (57) (57) (57) (56) (52)

32

2 p )101) .001



TA LE 4. Co Correlations

7 8 9 10 11

1. ASTSTA

2. FACSAL .7973

(60)

.2591 .5

4. 119

(60)

.4703:
(60)

(60)

.2491
(60)

.163
(60)

5. PRI .5793 .4013 .003 - 063

(60) (60) (60) (60)

6. REL .3983 -.5083 -.201 .155 -.7093

(60) (60) (60) (60) (60)'

7. PIER .7403 . .0163 .5603 -.3312 1.4703 -.3913

(60) (60) (60) (60) (60) (60)

T .6093 .0233 ,
.7773 -.109 .340 - .4]93

3
.8923

(60) (60) (60) (60) () (60) (60)

9. .6463 .649 3 .605
3

-.115 0198 -.191 .6113 .7513

(59) (59) (59) (59) (59) (59) (59) (59)

10. 8AWSP .810 .7263 .5673 -.3772 .466' 272 .8933 .7743 .0283

(59) (59) (59) (59) (59) (59) (59) (59) (59)

.7863 .0343 .616
3 -.2941 .4543 4043 .9503 .8623. .0313 .9573

=(59) (59) (59) (59) (59) (59) (59) (59) (59) (59)

:12. FVSE1. .8413 .6963 -.014 -.3973 .5693 -4793 .5963 .4263 .5093 .6543 .6603

(60) (60). (60) (60) (60) (60) (60) (60) (60) (59) (59)

p .05k 2 p .011 p .001



TABLE 55 Scondry Shooi nd College Variables: Intercorrelations

Sepondary
School
Variables

ENR

HFAC

DATE

END

PWOR

LIHSZ

NSCH

SCHOOL

ELITE

!GRADS

AVSEL
ETA FACSAL SIZE PUB PHI BEL

College Variables

RALIST COI= RAWSP HAWS! PIER

.2871

PR34 UNIV

.3092 53652 53142 -.164 .2561 -.2331 53682 5182 .193 5243
1

5204 w.195 ,

.3082

(60) (60) (60) (60) (60) (60) (60) (59) (59) (59) (60) (60) (60) (60)

4303
,.4913 .3642 .P,5161 53052 -53102 54933

-2
.332 .3192 53023 .53242 ,443

3
-53132 54143

(60) (60) (60) . (60) (60) (60) (60) (59) (59) (59) (60) (60) (60) (60)

-5071 -5174 -.2319- -.009 -.131 !230 ,,2801 -5101 -.114 .;5145 .137
1

-.217
1

-,240- -.217 1

(60) (60) (60) (60) (60) (60) (60) (60) (59) (59) (59) (60) (60) (60)

3 4463 .3522 -.139 .2861 .31B2 .519 .5413 54383 .4773 .3172 55493 -*3332 .3862

(55) (55) (55) (55) (55) (55) (55) (54) (54) (54) (55) (55) (55) (55)

.2711 .3492 5212 -.010 .200 -5217 .3402 .200 .176 5215 .266 .284 -.210 .233
1

(57) (57) (57) (57) (57) (57) (57) (56) (56) (56) (57) (57) (57) 5 (57)

3933 3
,415 .2741 -.097 5235-

1 -5258 .3893 .3232 , .2881 .3282 .3202 .3822 -.2411 .2951

(57) (57) (57) (57) (57) (5.7) (57), (56) (56) (56) (57) (57) (57) (57)

,2

52391 5311 52511 -,079 .2211 -#2711 .316 5196 .156 .213 .177 .2581 -.215 .243

(57) (57) (57) (57) (57) (57) (57) (56) (56) (56) (57) (57) (57) (57)

4433 .4983 53192 -5107 .288
_4522

.,511 .417 .356
2 3

.422- 5376
2 -3

.404- -.349
2

53933

(59) 59) (59) (59) (59) (59) (59) (56) (58) (58) , (59) (59) (59) (59).

.106 ..114 .152 047 #000 -5054 5140 .130 .166 .171 .151 5160 -.057 .087

(60)

4423

(60)

54313

(56)

4943

(55)

-.175

(60)

52701

(60)

(60)

5391
3

(60)

_2
5372-

(56)

498

(55)

.130

-(60)

5352?

(60)

(60)

5246
1

(60)

5058

(56)

.390

(55)

5060

(60)

(60) 160)

2
-.186 .339-

(60) (60)

-5044 .094

(56) (56)

-
,.°5105 .2971

(55) (55)

-5083 .006

.(60) (60)

(60)

2
-3.43

(60)

-,201

(56)

-,3772

(55)

5009

(60)

=449_1

(60)

3380
(60)

53392

(56)

15813

(55)

-5117

(60)

__0567

(59)

52931

(59)

.3642

(55)

56303

(54)

-.205

(59)

.199

(59)

.3732

(59)

2
5344

(55)

55243

(54)

-.109

(59)

.102

(59)

53632

(59)

.3922

(55)

55593

(54)

.207

(59)

52431

-I59i

(60)

53412

(60)

.5093

(56)

53702

(55)

-.270

(60)

.179

(-604

(60)

.4043

(60)

53993

(56)

56023

(55)

-5208

(60)

-53082

(60)

-.210

(80)

-5102

(56)

-.3042

(55)

5161

A60)

.191

(60)

(60)

.311
2

(60)

.231
1

(56)

.54273

(55)

-063
(60)c

1

(60)

530
(60)

=,-I517--- q-29431

(60) (60) (60) (60) (59) J50T __UM_

PRO8CH -.145 -.069 -.478

(57) (57) (57)

.073 -.017 -.057 -.063 '-.055

(57) (57) (57) (57) (56)

1p.O5;22 01) 3 p .001

-.103 -5049 -5008 -5032 -5010 -.180

(56) (56) , (57) (57) (57) ,:(57)



TABLE 6, Partial Correlation Analyses: e_a lectivity and

Secondary School Variables,,Controlling for DOLSCH and

MFAC

STEND SC_ 0 ELITE SFR FWOR LIBSZ

AVSEL .101 -.087 -.027 .056 -.071 .-092

Se-on arischool variables with significant rc-or

correlation coefficients are-included in this analysis.



TABLE 7. ReEression Analysis: AVSEL W' h DOLSCH and NFAC

Beta

DOLS011 .000173 .518 509 .259 .509

DE.'AC .0750 .294 .587 .345- .277

ffic ent _le- its standard error



Footnotes

1. The cut-off points for each selectivity category are specific
to each type of college. College types used by Astin et al.
are public and private universities,Tublit four-year and priv-
ate universities,. public four-year and private non-sectarian,
Catholic, and Protestant four-year colleges (ace Astin et al,
1978,-p. 4).

These data are derived from information presented in Table 76
(p. 77) of W. V. Grant and C. G. Lind, Digest of Educational
Statistics, 19774978.

This figure was computed as follows: with the 1976-1979 salary
(Digest of Educational Statistics, 1977-1978, Table 102), 13.39
percent was added which equals the average value of the difference
between salary and total compensation as reported by The Chronicle
data, and 5.8 percent which represents the average full professor's
increase in 19771978 salary over the 1976 =1977 salary.



Appendix 1

2.

Not Selective

Selective

Cass and Birnbaum Selectivity

10.00

20.60

578

1198

3. Very Selective. 13.30 774

4. Very Selective 6.60

5. Highly Selective 23.30 1355

6. Most Selective 25.00 1451

Missing 1.10 66

100.00 5805
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Appendix 2

The Men in Standard and Poor's, 1964
(Analysis of the College, Graduate and Pro-
fessional School Connections of the 72,153
Exucutives and Directors Listed in Standard
and. Poor's)

Name Institution
Number of Individuals_

.ttendins

Harvard 3,465
Yale 2,446
Princeton 1,506
Pennsylvania 1,393
Michigan 1,292
New York University 1,183
Cornell 1,077
Columbia 969
Dartmouth 902
Illinois 902
M.I.T. 885
Wisconsin 843
California 821
Northwestern 811
Minnesota 590
Ohio State 578
StLnford 557
Chicago 526
Williams 438
C.C.N.Y. 380
Pittsburgh 380
Purdue 375
Toronto 368
Pennsylvania State 359
Washington, St. Louis 344

Totals
Top 25 Institutions 23,389
Other than top 25 24,804

No College or University 23,690
Source: George W. PiersOn, The Education Of American Leaders:
Comparative Contribution of U.S. Colleges and Universities, p. 110.
New York: fraeger-W

*The data in this table are reproduced as found in Pierson the
totals at the bottom do not equal the totals in the table.
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Appendix 3

Top 12 Sources of Undergraduate and Graduate

Degrees of 55,834 Business Executives Survey

by Standard and ipor's 1980

Under adua.te De ee Graduate -reel

Yale 1,827 Harvard 3,920

Harvard 1,494 New York University 1,365.

C.C.N.Y 1,339 Columbia 1,210

Princeton 1,313 Michigan 811

New York University 1,250 Pennsylvania 726

Pennsylvania 1,171 Chicago 696

Michigan 1,125 Northwestern 659

Illinois 1,072 M.I.T. 568

Wisconsin 1,017 Rutgers 556

Northwestern 932 Stanford 516

Correll 904 Wisconsin 479

Dartmouth 882 Yale 428

Source. The Chronicle of Higher Education September 29, 1980, p.
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